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TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
ADM ISSIONS G UIDE

MAJORS
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
LEADING IN THE FIELD

This flexible undergraduate degree provides
a knowledge base necessary for employment
opportunities in a variety of both non-agricultural and
agricultural industries.
tx.ag/mcallenAE

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED

Biomedical science is the broad field of applied biology
related to health and disease. The primary purpose is
to prepare people at the college level for productive
futures in a changing world.
tx.ag/mcallenBIMS

INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING, POWERED BY YOU

Interdisciplinary engineering offers degree options for
students who want to specialize in a non-traditional
engineering field or blend disciplines such as
engineering and architecture.
tx.ag/mcallenITDE

MULTIDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
PLUG IN

This new undergraduate program emphasizes
mechatronics, a multidisciplinary field that includes a
combination of mechanical, electrical, communications,
control and computer systems.
tx.ag/mcallenMXET

PUBLIC HEALTH
STRONGER COMMUNITIES, HEALTHY PEOPLE
- OUR TRADITION

Students in this program learn how to create a
healthier world. Among other things, they explore
health disparities in underserved populations,
struggles within America’s health care system
and cutting-edge innovations to fight the
deadliest diseases.
tx.ag/mcallenPH

ACADEMIC COLLEGES
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & LIFE SCIENCES

979.845.4747
aglifesciences.tamu.edu
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

979.845.7200
engineering.tamu.edu

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

979.845.2387
sph.tamhsc.edu

List is current as of Summer 2020. New majors are being added, visit
aggiebound.com/majors for the most current information.

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
& BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

979.845.4941
vetmed.tamu.edu/bims
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ADMISSIONS ESSENTIALS
To apply to Texas A&M, make sure you submit the following:

1
2
3
4
5

* SELF -REPORTED
ACADEMIC RECO RD
(SRAR)

An ApplyTexas or Coalition Admissions Application
Both applications open July 1 and close December 1. Application
details can be found at admissions.tamu.edu/freshman.

Essay A

All freshman applicants must complete a
SR AR with a few exceptions. Created online
using the high school transcript, the SR AR
is a self-reported student academic record
that lists all courses, grades, GPA, class rank
if available on the transcript, and graduation
plan. The SR AR cannot be submitted prior to
the application but you can and should work
on it as soon as possible. See admissions
website for exceptions.

Essay prompt can be found at tx.ag/essay.
Additional essays will not be reviewed.

A nonrefundable $75 application fee or fee waiver
The application fee for international applicants is $90.
(Fees are subject to change.)

Self-Reported Academic Record (SRAR)*
Replaces the high school transcript requirement
in most cases.

SAT or ACT scores sent from the testing agency.
Essay/writing component is not required.

tx.ag/SRAR

All documents must be received (not postmarked) by the deadline.

apply

submit

fafsa

deadline

accept

APP OPENS: 7/1
tx.ag/Apply2TAMU

ADDITIONAL
REQUIRED
DOCUMENTS

AVAILABLE: 10/1
PRIORITY DATE: 12/15
financialaid.tamu.edu

APP: 12/1
ALL ADDITIONAL REQUIRED
DOCUMENTS: 12/15

DECISION DUE: 5/1
howdy.tamu.edu

12TH GRADE TO 12TH MAN
TOP 10%

REVIEW ADMITS

Requirements:
• attend a public or private high school in Texas, and
• rank in the top 10% of your graduating class on or
before the application deadline, and
• satisfy the State of Texas Uniform Admission Policy
(admissions.tamu.edu/uap), and
• complete the Foundation plan with the
Distinguished Level of Achievement.

Your complete application file will be reviewed in a
holistic manner.

Texas residents reporting a top ten percent ranking
must also provide verification of ranking by
submitting an official high school transcript with
a relative numeric ranking via TREx or the upload
feature in our Applicant Information System (AIS).

For additional information about how to be admitted
to Texas A&M University visit tx.ag/admit2tamu.

ENGINEERING REVIEW
All applications to the College of Engineering will
be holistically reviewed for admission into General
Engineering.
Applicants to the College of Engineering will be asked
to answer an engineering specific short answer
question as part of their application.
The early action deadline for the College of
Engineering is October 15.

DO WELL. DO GOOD.
From academic excellence to selfless service,
Texas A&M University is home to the leaders
of tomorrow.
Aggies grow in knowledge in the classroom, develop
the tools needed to create change and graduate
ready to build a better world. The core values of
Excellence, Integrity, Leadership, Loyalty, Respect
and Selfless Service are the foundation of an Aggie
education and are at the heart of all Aggies – past,
present and future.
If you are ready to grow in knowledge in the
classroom, develop the tools needed to create
change and build a better world, then you are
ready to become an Aggie. At Texas A&M, you will
receive the resources and support to do well in the
classroom so that you can enter the world prepared
to do good.
aggiebound.tamu.edu

DOLLARS THAT

MAKE SENSE
2020-2021 HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER AT McALLEN
UNDERGRADUATE FALL AND SPRING

Texas Resident Tuition & Fees*

$11,340

Tuition rates vary by college,
program, entry date and residency.
Use this student tuition calculator
to determine your tuition rate.
tuition.tamu.edu

Please visit financialaid.tamu.edu or call
956.271.1310 for the most current cost of
attendance.
*Amounts are based on 15 credit hours per
semester at Texas A&M University. Tuition and
fees vary by college and tuition rate cohort.

#1
P U B LI C U N I V ER S I TY I N T EXAS F OR “ B EST
C OLLEG ES F OR YOU R MON EY ”
- Money Magazine

#1
I N T H E N AT I ON F OR N U MB ER OF
G R AD UAT ES W H O AR E C EO S I N T HE TOP
1 0 0 OF T H E F ORT U N E 5 00 LI ST
- USNews.com

AF FORDABILIT Y

STUDY A BROA D

A degree from Texas A&M is a great investment – one
that continues to appreciate over time. We're consistently
recognized as a top value in higher education, based on
our combination of academic quality and affordability.

Earn credit toward your degree and discover the
world by studying abroad. As the number one
public university for students studying abroad,
various scholarships and financial aid opportunities
are available to help you reach your destination.

An education from Texas A&M remains very valuable and
very affordable, year after year. The Texas A&M University
Higher Education Center at McAllen offers the added
benefit of the low cost of living in the Rio Grande Valley.
Furthermore, students who live in the Rio Grande Valley
can save the cost of room and board by living at home.

studyabroad.tamu.edu

mcallen.tamu.edu/Structure/Future-Students

YOUR AGGIE EXPERIENCE
STARTS HERE.
Students at the Higher Education Center at McAllen receive all the benefits of a
degree from Texas A&M University right in the heart of the Rio Grande Valley.
From world-class academics centered around the Aggie Core Values of Excellence,
Integrity, Leadership, Loyalty, Respect and Selfless Service to the iconic Aggie Ring
proudly worn by every Former Student, a piece of Aggieland lives in South Texas.
Experience all that the Texas A&M Higher Education Center at McAllen has to
offer. Visit mcallen.tamu.edu/Structure/Events for a full list of prospective
student events.
Contact your local Prospective Student Center for additional assistance on how
to apply or for more information about the Texas A&M Higher Education Center
at McAllen.

BAC K E D BY
THE BEST

Contact your regional advisor or stop
by the Texas A&M Rio Grande Valley
Prospective Student Center.
admissions.tamu.edu/psc

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER
AT McALLEN
6200 Tres Lagos Blvd.
McAllen, TX 78504
mcallen.tamu.edu

